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students, to see the various parts of the projection retaining their
original orientation, north always remaining in the north even during
rotation of the net for the plotting of new data or auxiliary circles.
For classroom use a number of robust but simpler instruments were
cheaply made using standard phonograph axes and turn-tables mounted
on plywood. Here again, corks glued around the periphery serve as posts
for the attachment of the tracing paper. Rubber shoesbelow the boards
protect table tops from scratching.
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H o d g k i n s o n i t e ,M n Z n 2 ( O H ) r S i O 4i ,s m o n o c l i n i cw i t h a i b i c : 1 . 5 3 9 : 1
:2.215; a:8.17 +0.02, 6:5.31+0.005, c:11.76*0.01 A, A:95"28'
f 15/; and spacegroup P21/a (Rentzeperis,1958).Its morphologyshows
some striking anomalies to the first generalization of the law of Bravais
(Donnay and Harker, 1937). It was thereforedecided to analyze these
anomalies to find whether they might give information concerning the
bonding between atoms in the crystal structure, in accordancewith the
secondgeneralization(Donnay and Donnay, 1961).
A theoretical list of interplanar distances for hodgkinsonite was computed on the IBM 7094 of the Johns Hopkins University Computation
Center, by means of a program written by CharlesW. Burnham. This
program lists the d(hkl) vahes in decreasing order, using the correct
multiple indices required by the spacegroup. According to the first generalization of the law of Bravais, this theoretical sequenceshould closely
correspond with the list of the forms arranged in decreasingorder of observed morphological importance (frequency of occurrence and relative
size).
The observedlist was preparedfrom drawingsand projectionsof measured hodgkinsonitecrystals (Palache,1935).The rank of a form was determined only by the number of times it occurs on the drawings. No discrimination among the forms that appear only once or twice was attempted. Aithough hodgkinsoniteshowsconsiderablevariation in habit,
attempts to treat the data in separate classesby recognizingseveral
habits had to be abandoned. The Palache svmbols were transformed to
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fit the structural cell, by multiplying lby 2: thus, Palache'sp(111) becomes (112) and his r(221) becomes(111). A gnomonic projection (Fig.
1) shows the observedforms and their relative importances.
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Frc. 1. Gnomonic projection of hodgkinsonite. Relative sizes of the poles indicate
relative frequencies of occurrence of the crvstal forms.

The form symbols (Table 1) are arranged in order of decreasingcalcuIated d values. Each observedform is shown in the left-hand column by
its form letter and the number of times it occurs.A dash in that column
meansthat the form has not beenobserved.Severalordersmay have been
calculatedfor someforms; examples:001, 002, 003, 004; 200, 400.
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1. CoupenrsoN or Orsnnvon lNo PnBnrcrto
or Fonus ron HoocxtNsoxrte

Tlnle

(a:b: 6: t.539; l; 2.215,F : 95'28',Rentzeperis, 1958)
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The following anomaliescan be clearly seen(Table 1):
A. Forms anomalously absent:
1. Form (111) should be among the most important ones, but in fact it has never been
observed.
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2. The same remark applies to (202).
3. The pinacoid (010), which is symbolized (020) according to space group P21/a,has
not been observed.
B. Forms that are present but out of place in the list:
l. a(2N) is assigned much too great a theoretical importance.
2. The same remark applies, to a lesser degree, to R(201), g(2ll), and P(T13). These
forms should go down the list.
3. n(3I2), y(314), z(315), and possibly,4(f31) receive too little theoretical importance:
one would expect to see them somewhat higher in the list.

Experiencehas shown that only the most frequent forms can be expected to obey the law of Bravais. The theoreticallist for hodgkinsonite
mry cease to be significant beyond form f(212) or even beyond form
E(2ll). As regards (111), could it be that this form should be written
(222), so that the linear projection of the structure onto thereciprocal
lattice vector L*(lJl) would have its period halved for the bond assemblage?
It is known that facesin a zonecan be compared (as to relative importances) more reliably than non-tautozonal faces.This is why the analysis
of zonesshould accompany the calculation of the d values.
In the caseof hodgkinsonite(Fig. 1) the three zonesthat intersect in
r(111) are: i(221), /(rll), p(lr2), G(113); r(ItI), g(2ll); r(ltl), JQl2),
h(313). As to frequencies,/ is the most common (hkl), .p comes ahead of
G, f ahead ol h (Table 1). These facts establish that all three central
zorresare of the simple type and, consequently,that the bond assemblage
has the same primitive lattice as the crystal structure. fn other words the
structural cell and the morphological cell are identical. We note a glaring
anomaly in the negative-hquadrant: the absenceof form (111),in whose
pole the central zonesmeet. Two of these zonesare of the simple type:
P(Il2),F(113); E(tlt), M(31t);but the rhird one cannot be interpreted
becauseof another absence,that of (121). Although these anomaliesremain unexplained, they cannot invalidate the conclusion based on the
zones in the first quadrant, namely the primitive mode of the morphological lattice.
Consider now the (h\l) faces,which are perpendicular to the symmetry
plane. According to r-ray results the zone should be of the simple type
with dominant forms (201) and (201), inasmuch as the o glide plane demands that h be even. In the negative-h segment, the zone is indeed
simple: t(201), u(202), a(203), in order of decreasingimportance. In the
positive-Zsegmentonly one form is known;it is R(201), as required.Although it is hard to see how (202) can be missing when z, and u are observed (Fig. 1), the conclusionremains that the o glide plane governs
both structure and morphology: in the planar projection onto ca the twodimensional bond assemblageand the projected structure have the same
mesh (c, a/2).
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The (0fr1)faces are not perpendicular to any plane of symmetry and
should, therefore, be governed by the lattice. Since the latter is primitive,
t h e z o n e s h o u l db e s i m p l e w i t h ( 0 1 1 ) d o m i n a n t : o ( 0 1 1 ) ,s ( 0 1 2 ) , 0 ( 0 1 3 ) ,
1f(014).The relative frequenciesof o and s, 12 against 18 (Table 1), would
suggestthat s should be taken as the dominant, s(012),with 1/(014) and
o(O22),while Q would become (026). (In this interpretation, I must be
even.) The observed facts do not discriminate between /y' and Q: both
forms are rare, and will fit either interpretation. If the secondone be correct, then morphology would indicate that the period of the bond assemblage in the 6c projection is (b, c/2). Considerthe two columns headed
0ft1(Table 1). The first interpretation ("no condition") is objectionable
becauseo(011) comesahead of s and (021), unknown, precedes1/. The
second interpretation ("1 even") is unsatisfactory because o(022) is
relegatedfar down the list among rare and unknown forms. It is hard to
decide.As regards the total list of'forms, the first choicemay be the better
one; as regards zone development, the secondis preferable.
The zone oI the (hk})'s is definitely of the simple type, as required by
the structural lattice: m(ll}) dominant, followed by l(2I0) common, and
U(320) rare. Anomalous are the following unobservedforms: (120) and
(310),which it is true occur amongrare f ormsin the theoreticallist (Table
1).
As to the side pinacoid, it is not observed.The space-grouprequiresit
to be symbolized (020). A large number of forms with smaller interplanar
distancesthan d(020) have been observed(Table 1). Aithough most of
them are rare forms, it may be necessaryto call the side pinacoid (040).
This would mean that, in linear projection onto the y axis, the bond
assemblagehas period bf 4, whereasthe crystal structure has b/2.
The c and o pinacoids are not essentiallydifferent from any other (hll)
pinacoid, since the choice of the coordinate axes in the plane perpendicular to y is not dictated by symmetry.r In view of its high frequency
of occurrence, c could well be symbolized (001) as required by space
group, although (002) or (003) would fit the facts just as well, but (004)
would not be acceptable.Pinacoid o is rare: (400) would probably be a
better symbol than (200), which is what the spacegroup demands.
The results of the foregoing analysis (Table 2) are of various qualities.
The 3-dimensional conclusion is definite: both the crystal structure and
the bond assemblagehave the same periodicity. The 2-dimensional conclusions are definite only as regards the planar projections onto xz and
*y:inthe former the period of the bond assemblageis (a/2, c);in the
1 This truism obviously bears repeating: a paper has been written (and publishedl)
whose only structural contribution is the proposal that Rentzeperis'axes o and c be interchanged (Roberts and Quodling, 1962). [Erratum: In that paper, p. 344, the transformation matrix should read 002/0T0/100 instead of O0l/O20/2001
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PERToDSFoR SrRUcruRE AND
2. Rncrpnocu-LerrrcE
BoNn Assnulr,ecn (MonPnor,ocY)
3-dimensional
hkl

2-dimensional

hko

0kt

0&0

001

a*,b*,c*
a*,b*,c*

&*, b*
a*, b*

b*, c*
b*, c*
or
b*,2c*

2b*
4b*

c+

2a"
4a*

latter, it is (o, 6). As to the ya projection, the period of the bond assemblage could be either (b, c) or (b, c/2). The 1-dimensionalconclusionsare
tentative: the periods of the linear projections on !, z, fi, which are
bf 2, c, and af 2, lor the structure, probably ar e bf 4, and c, af 4, f or the bond
assemblage.(Note that, in the ya projection' the projection lines are
parallel to the r axis; in the z projection, the projection planes are parallel
to ry.) The morphological data of hodgkinsonite are not sufficient to warrant more definite conclusions.
I{ote add.ed.
in proof: The structure of hodgkinsonite has now been published by Rentzeperis(Zeit. Krist. 119, 117-138, 1963).
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